
Making the 
Year 9 Mocks 

Matter



Year 9 - Their GCSE journey … 





Aim of today’s session:

This evening, we will:

❏ Explore the process of memory to understand how learning works so that we 
consider how to improve as a learner.

❏ Investigate different revision methods in order to improve the strategies that 
you use to prepare for exams.

❏ Ensure that parents are ‘skilled up’ to help support at home.



AIM: Explore the process of memory to understand how learning works so that 
we consider how to improve as a learner.



How do we learn and remember information?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/teacher-support/latest-theories-on-how-we-learn/zjwm92p
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/teacher-support/latest-theories-on-how-we-learn/zjwm92p


Note taking Highlighting notes or 
work completed

Post-it notes of key facts Mnemonics

Re-reading of old notes Summarising key points Creating visual 
representations of 
knowledge

Testing yourself with 
short quizzes

Completion of practice 
papers

Flashcards ‘Bulk revision’ - revising 
one subject for a long 
period

Revision timetable
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Flashcards! Let’s have a look at the 
Leitner system…

▶ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C20EvKtdJwQ

There are websites that have 
flashcards made for you or you can 
use to make flashcards!

▶ https://quizlet.com/gb/281708898/
gcse-science-key-words-flash-
cards/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C20EvKtdJwQ
https://quizlet.com/gb/281708898/gcse-science-key-words-flash-cards/


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C20EvKtdJwQ






History Revision

M ed ici n e

▶ M edieval
▶ Renaissance
▶ 18th  and 19th  cen tur ies
▶ M oder n
▶ Case Stud ies
▶ Key  peop le
▶ W ester n  Fr on t: T r enches
▶ W ester n  Fr on t: I l lness
▶ W ester n  Fr on t : T r eatm en ts

Your child will know exactly 
what areas they need to 
revise for their exams. 

Teachers will share this on 
the Homework App over the 

next few weeks!



KEY STRATEGY: Dual Coding







What implications 
does the ‘dual 

coding’ theory have 
for us, as learners, 
and for the revision 
strategies we use?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wixEGpznyG8


Dual coding

“The process of combining verbal materials with 
visual materials. There are many ways to visually 
represent material, such as with infographics, timelines, 
cartoon strips, diagrams, and graphic organisers. When 
you have the same information in two formats – words 
and visuals – it gives you two ways of remembering the 
information later on. Combining these visuals with 
words is an effective way to study.”



Dual coding:

X is not about drawing pretty 
pictures or being good at Art

X is not about using different 
coloured pens

X is not just about revision 
strategies for pupils











KEY STRATEGY: Cornell notes



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ErSjc1PEGKE


The technique...

1. Revision Notes Area: Record notes from 
information given BUT keep as short but as 
meaningful as possible. 

2. Key Question Column: When taking notes, 
keep question column empty. Soon after 
completing the revision notes, think of 
questions that the revision notes are the 
answers for. 

3. Summaries: Sum up each page of notes in 
a sentence or two or by recording a 
summary of key terms.





So what makes you 
the best learner?
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Home Survival Pack!
● Revision environment (make sure you 

have somewhere to revise that isn’t 
cluttered).

● Interruptions – keep these to a minimum 
(agree with people in your house that they 
need to give you space)

● Leave your mobile phone in another room 
so that you’re not tempted to use it

● Keep home life as calm as possible
● Look after yourself – eat well and sleep 

well.
● Make sure you have the right resources 

(post-its, coloured pens, revision clocks, 
large paper, flashcards etc.)



Exam Survival Pack!

●Punctuality
●Attendance
●Attitude



Year 9 - Their GCSE journey … 

● Preparing for Year 9 exams

- Timetable & preparation
- In lessons (using strategies explored tonight)
- Completion of homework around revision
- Support assemblies





Year 9 - Their GCSE journey … 

● Exam weeks - 16th and 23rd March

● The importance of feedback

● Release of exam results (TBC)

● 4th May - Full reports to parents
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